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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Adventure Excellence welcomes the opportunity to present this proposal for your
crossing of the Kokoda Trail, to be conducted over the inclusive dates
16 September to 25 September 2019. This wonderful program will offer you
the chance to take a personal journey of physical endurance coupled with great
military history.
Adventure Excellence is a privately owned and independent adventure company
creating opportunities to experience the ultimate in worldwide leisure and peak
adventure travel for private groups, charities, elite sporting teams, individuals,
and the corporate sector. From climbing the high altitude mountains of the world,
bespoke trekking, endurance kayaking, walking safaris through big game areas of
Africa, unique corporate road trips, to the ultimate adventures covering Australian
military history. The company offers programs on every continent, that are the
ultimate “money can’t buy adventure experiences”, like no other.
A superb trek into the heartland of Papua New Guinea, the Kokoda Trail is an
Australian icon stretching some 96 kilometres through what is arguably some of
the most rugged and wild jungle in the world. Success on this kind of program is
dependent on how you do it, who leads your trek, your level or preparation, risk
management and logistics.

Brian Freeman will be the Program Leader for your Kokoda Program and his
profile is included later in this document. Adventure Excellence’s unique itineraries
give you the very best travel experience because they’re designed by people with
local expertise who share your vision for an authentic experience.
At Adventure Excellence our philosophy is that adventure is not about being
better than others-it’s about being better than yourself.
Our people create great programs and stay with you every step, stroke or paddle
along the way. Our team look forward to the opportunity to discuss this proposal
with you and to find out more about your specific requirements and will be in
contact with you shortly to discuss your crossing of the Kokoda Trail.
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ADVENTURE
EXCELLENCE
The Adventure Excellence way is about considering every detail no
matter how large or small, what’s more we deliver what we promise.
Your success and safety is central to our operating philosophy that is
why we travel with medical staff on our adventure events and programs
and offer both detailed onsite and remote training programs in the
months leading up to your adventure or event.
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We endeavor to deliver a superior level of support to ensure our clients
are well looked after.

‘An amazing, challenging, unique personal journey led by experienced
and knowledgeable professionals. Lifelong friendships formed over the
trek. Adventure Excellence is the only option for anyone looking to take
on the Kokoda challenge’
AFA Foundation Kokoda Trekker,
September 2018.

‘From the pre-trek documentation and communication,
through to the itinerary, and then the trek itself, I could not
recommend Adventure Excellence highly enough. The Team
really do go deep beyond what anyone would normally expect
from an adventure trek. Its more, much much more. Thanks for
everything.’ AFA Foundation Kokoda Trekker September 2018.

YOUR
GUIDE
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Brian Freeman is arguably Australia’s greatest ever Adventurer and, certainly,
one of a handful of the world’s current outstanding Adventurers. Whereas
most adventurers are historically one discipline; such as high altitude mountain
climbing, endurance kayaking, desert and jungle running, survival or endurance
swimming, Brian has achieved in every discipline, in every environment on the
planet.
He is a highly sought after private adventure guide, having led many of Australia’s
Business, Political and Sporting Elite on their private adventure programs around
the world.
Records and Achievements
• World Record fastest one way unsupported crossing of the Kokoda Trail, 24
hours and 59 minutes (2005)*
• World Record fastest over and back crossing of the Kokoda Trail,
3.5 days (2003)
• Fastest crossing in a kayak from Australia to PNG followed by a traverse of the
Kokoda Trail, full journey Cape York to Kokoda 5.5 days (2010)
• Only person to run Australia’s northern most point (Tip of Cape York)
to southern most point (South East Cape Tasmania) including kayaking across
Bass Strait. Full journey 85 days, 6000+ km (2015)
• Three-time International Climb Team Member and Summiteer
Mount Everest (2014, 2015, 2016)
• Completed 65 marathon and half marathon runs (combined distances 65km) in
65 consecutive days (2015)
• 58 complete crossings of the Kokoda Trail (2002 – 2017)
• Two crossings of Australia’s Simpson Desert, on foot through the geographical
centre of the desert (2008, 2009)

• Two crossings of Bass Strait by kayak; second crossing in winter, unsupported,
one kayak in the second fastest time for a kayak crossing of Bass Strait, 60 		
hours and 16 minutes (2015)
• First and only person to have travelled by kayak and foot from the southern-		
most point of Australia to the village of Kokoda in PNG.

A BEREAVED
PARENT’S EXPERIENCE
I can sum up my 2018 Kokoda experience in just 4 words:
Demanding. Emotional. Soul-searching. Rewarding.
Don’t stress so much about your physical fitness. Whilst it is an advantage, you
can go at your own pace each day. There is absolutely no pressure in keeping up
with everyone else and you can rest at anytime and have a drink.
There is more than enough food in the daily rations so you won’t go hungry
although you will lose weight - both in training and whilst on the track.
With no phone signal available on the track, there is something unique about
being off the ‘grid’ in this day and age of modern technology. It allows you greater
time to relax and reflect on what is around you and have conversations with other
amazing people who you will quickly form a bond with.
The local porters are amazing. Aside from carrying your heavy backpack for the
whole 96km, they put up your tent each night, light the fire, get you clean water
and seem to always be at the right place to catch you should you fall.
Their happy go lucky attitude is infectious.
The special ceremony that was held at the top of Brigade Hill for our angel babies
was so wonderful and amazing, if somewhat a tear-jerker. The porters singing a
special song was memorable.
Being led by ex-Army officers in Brian Freeman and his team at Adventure
Excellence gives you a sense of what happens in war including the strategies that
they undertake. Listening to their personal stories is one of the highlights of the
trek itself.

My fundraising journey was emotional in itself. I gained an enormous sense
of pride with my efforts knowing that we are making a difference. Not only a
difference to helping future angel families receive the appropriate support and
much-needed services from Bears of Hope, but also raising the awareness of our
angels being born sleeping to the wider community.
You simply have to “do” Kokoda. It’s only once you finish it that you can truly
understand what it means.
‘Sophie’s Daddy’
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ABOUT THE
KOKODA TRAIL
A superb trek into the heartland of Papua New Guinea, the Kokoda Trail holds a
very important place in Australian history. Commencing at Ower’s Corner, your
trek follows the 96 kilometre Kokoda Trail across the Owen Stanley Range to the
Village of Kokoda. You will be spoilt by a constant backdrop of pristine rainforest
wilderness, and local villages providing a unique cultural perspective.
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From July 1942 the route over the Owen Stanley Range witnessed the battle
hardened Japanese war machine encounter young, unprepared, untrained,
unproven and hopelessly outnumbered Australian soldiers. You will hear the
stories of Kingsbury, Col Owen, Metson, Mccallum, Potts, Honner, the Bissett
brothers and many more on your Kokoda trek. It was on Kokoda that the myth of
Japanese invincibility was broken for the first time.
The track stretches through what is arguably some or the most rugged and wild
jungle in the world. Built over 200 years ago as a commuting route between
villages. The track became the scene of bitter fighting between Australian and
Japanese soldiers. It is thought the Japanese aim was to secure Port Moresby
as a forward mounting base for possible insertion into Australian.

Today, battle sites are still evident throughout the jungle, marked by the weapon
pits of the combatants.
The battle sites remain remarkably well preserved; it’s as though the Australian
soldiers who sheltered there had shouldered their packs and walked away only
a day or two ago. Many relics of the war can still be found - a testament to the
ferocity of the fighting.
Our trek leaders understand the history of the track and you will receive a number
of enlightening orientation briefs during the trek. This is a trek that you can feel
proud to say you’ve completed; as a mark of respect to Australian wartime
history, and of course, as a personal physical challenge.

YOUR PHYSICAL
PREPARATION
As you know, the Kokoda Trail is one of the toughest walks in the world. Your
physical and psychological preparation is critical to your success. We view your
personal physical preparation as our responsibility, no matter where you are in
Australia or abroad.
We train and prepare you to trek the Kokoda Trail and your 12-week training
program is included in the price of your trek during the supervised training. We
consult with you to decide on the type and size of pack you carry, whether or not
you may need a personal porter and any other requirements for your personal
preparation.
We have taken people from 12 to 72 years of age across the Kokoda Trail, many
of whom would never have had the opportunity to trek Kokoda let alone finish
it safely and comfortably. With the correct training and preparation, anything is
possible.
You will receive regular phone calls or emails to guide you through your training
and you are very welcome to contact us to discuss your preparation at any time.
The regular contacts are essential and allow us to:
• provide direct and constructive communication
• identify any strengths or apparent weaknesses
• amend or modify your program for travel, illness or Injury
• monitor the results and progress of your training,
• ensure that you are completing the training!

Your training program is a proven program that, if followed as prescribed, will
ensure you have an enjoyable and successful trek. The program has been
designed to identify any potential shortfalls in your preparation at any time
throughout the training. You would need to inform us if you have an injury, are
unable to train for any reason, or are finding the training too difficult.
Most importantly, we will know from the built in assessments in the program,
along with your conversations on the phone, if you are not completing the training
as prescribed. If this is the case and It is believed you will be below the physical
standard required to complete the Kokoda Trail safely or present risk to yourself
or your trek team we will, in the interest of all concerned, have no hesitation in
recommending you defer your trek to a later date. If you complete the training
as prescribed in the program, you will complete the Kokoda Trail safely and
comfortably.
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2019
ITINERARY
Bears of Hope Kokoda 2019 – Ower’s corner to Kokoda Village
01

Monday 16 September, 2019

06

02

Tueday 17 September, 2019
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International flight Brisbane or Sydney (if available from Sydney) to Port
Moresby, transfer to our hotel followed by a detailed briefing and packing
session, overnight Laguna Hotel, Port Moresby.

Breakfast at hotel, vehicle transfer to Ower’s Corner for commencement of

Wednesday 18 September, 2019
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04

Thursday 19 September, 2019
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05

Friday 20 September, 2019
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Climb over the famous Imita Ridge - Overnight Ioribaiwa Village.

A long climb on leaving camp, very pretty trek today, overnight Brown River
Camp Site.

Two big climbs today culminating in the war time battlefield of Brigade Hill for
a comprehensive briefing – overnight half way village of Efogi.

Sunday 22 September, 2019
Beautiful walk this morning after crossing Eora Creek. Battle briefing at lunch
followed by pretty walk and climb to the overnight village of our friends at the
village of Alola.

the program (via Bomana War Cemetary).
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Saturday 21 September, 2019

Small climb followed by big descent followed by long climb to Mount Bellamy
and highest point of the Kokoda Trail at 2170m – overnight tonight on the
fast-flowing Eora Creek at Templeton’s Crossing.

Monday 23 September, 2019

Leave Alola early morning for the Isurava Memorial and continue the long
down-hill descent to the village of Kokoda, celebrate the achievement in the
wartime historic village.

Tuesday 24 September, 2019

Charter flights back to Port Moresby, check into our hotel for a night of
celebrations and a first-class awards dinner.

Wednesday 25 September, 2019

Return international flights to Brisbane.
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COST AND
INCLUSIONS
No formal booking system exists for campsites or guest houses across
the Kokoda Trail. However, our itinerary ensures we avoid overcrowding
at campsites and we support the local residents at all villages across
the track.
We have funded local residents, villages and communities who were
not getting trekkers staying in their villages or on their land to build
guest houses and campsites.
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Further, we understand that our clients are very busy so every single
thing that we can do for you-vve do! You receive a comprehensive
pre-trek package following receipt of your deposit, which outlines
everything you will need to know, and what you need to do.
The pre-trek package details your itinerary, physical preparation plans,
nutrition guides, medical concerns, vaccinations, visa applications,
equipment and packing lists, historical details and contact details.
The cost of the trek varies depending on your travel needs, including
whether you wish to travel business class, share a room or hire a
porter. A non-refundable $2,000 security deposit (paid in two $1,000
instalments) is required at the time of booking with the balance being
due 90 days prior to departure.
The target for fundraising per person is $6,000.

COST AND
INCLUSIONS
Standard package cost:
twin share, economy airfares $6,000
*Importantly, if a second family member, a mentor during the time of loss or the like,
wants to also join with a Parent (including the second Parent of the same child or a
girlfriend/friend who assisted or mentored) both people may attend at a full cost of
$10,000 for both of them. If a third (an adult child or the like) would like to join the
two-other people we can negotiate the cost as we progress.

Other packages available
twin share, business class airfares, personal porter
single room, economy airfares, personal porter
single room, business class airfares, personal porter
Porter cost:
shared personal porter (half porter) $360 each
full personal porter $700
*single room and business class
airfares available on request

Your trek cost includes
• Brian Freeman as your guide
• Medical staff
• Experienced Australian trek leaders
• Connecting flights to and from Brisbane
• 12 week pre trek training program
• Two nights accommodation in Port Moresby (4+ star)
• Restaurant meals in Port Moresby
• Charter flight from Kokoda to Port Moresby
• All transfers and transport in Papua New Guinea
• Seven nights accommodation on the track in a village hut, tent or bush camp
• All food during the trek (purchased and packed by Adventure Excellence in Australia)
• All personal camping and cooking equipment (excluding boots, shorts and socks)
• Local Papua New Guinea porters for group equipment
• Specialised Adventure Excellence trek clothing including short sleeve trekking
shirt, long sleeve trekking shirt for evenings, and trek cap
• Visit to Bomana War Cemetery and tour of Port Moresby
Your trek cost does not include
• personal travel insurance including medical evacuation and hospital cover
• personal expenses (tips, laundry, phone calls etc.)
• optional excursions
• personal porter/carrier charges if required
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WHY TREK WITH
ADVENTURE EXCELLENCE
Travel to remote and challenging destinations demands extra attention to detail,
on the ground knowledge and experience, seamless operations and high level
risk management. We take every precaution to ensure you have a safe and
memorable trekking experience, and we have never had an accident or major
injury on the Kokoda Trail.
Our risk management systems and procedures include
• Training, screening and preparing every single client who treks Kokoda with
us using a proven and fully supervised physical preparation program
• Providing everything you need to complete the trek safely and 		
comfortably and then staying with you every step of the way
• Using a comprehensive rear link satellite communication system
back to a safety officer in Australia to whom your families and 		
businesses have 24-hour access
• Having a minimum of two adventure staff, Brian Freeman as trek leader and 		
a qualified medic or doctor carrying comprehensive first aid kits and details of
evacuation points on the track

• Personally recruiting and hand selecting local Papua New Guinea porters from
villages along the Kokoda Trail. Adventure Excellence is highly regarded and
has a long relationship with all the villages and locals who reside across 		
the length of the Kokoda Trail
• Holding professional indemnity, public liability
(au $10 million) and aircraft charter liability Insurance (from a major
Australian Insurer) which is provided based on our success and
safety records
Brian’s clients have included politicians Kevin Rudd, Joe Hockey,
Mal Brough; sporting legends Mal Meninga, Vicki Wilson, Allan Border, Jane
Fleming, the Hawthorn Football club; as well as John Singleton, Lachlan
Murdoch, General Peter Cosgrove, actress Holly Brisley, media personalities Mike
Munroe, David Koch and the channel Seven Sunrise team, and channel Seven’s
“Sunday night” program.
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS
SAY ABOUT US
We are very proud of what our clients have to say about us. Here is some client
feedback and a letter of thanks from a stranded Australian we assisted on the
track Brian, that was the most spectacular and spiritually rewarding activity
that I am ever likely to undertake. Our fantastically positive group of trekkers
helped to achieve this but it was your guidance, briefings and leadership that
made it all happen. I thought that I had a good knowledge of the 1942 Kokoda
campaign, but you made the historic battles come to life, and gave me a new
understanding of the sacrifices those soldiers made.
Trekking along gave me lots of time to think and among many other things,
I have wondered what makes soldiers perform the heroic actions that you
described at the various battle sites. Thinking like this has helped me confront
my own demons, especially concerning my son Brett, as did the interrelationships with other parents of fallen soldiers. Just the opportunity of
talking to others helps to make things better and easier to handle. I know the
enormous expense that you and your supporter, Adrian Kitchin of Insurance
Advisernet, have outlaid allowing my daughter Esther and I to take part, and we
truly appreciate the opportunity you both have provided us.
Adrian, I would like to take a moment to compliment your Koert Slik, for his
friendly companionship and generosity during and after the Kokoda Trek, a
worthy representative of your company’.
Sincerely,
Noel Till (Father of Fallen Soldier)
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS
SAY ABOUT US
Thanks again for your leadership & assistance on the trek, it was the experience
of a lifetime & something I will never forget! once my boys are old enough I’ll be
in contact again so I can try help instil in them what it means to be Australian
cheers Brian & thanks again.
Darren Loades, IAA 2011
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I would like to thank and congratulate your team on making “our” Kokoda the
best thing I have done to date, I certainly expect the result of doing this and the
impact on my life and outlook to be a “game changer” and I am so glad I did it
and was privileged to do it with such a great group, where it meant so very much.
One of the great things to come out of this is the increased level of understanding
of what our troops go through and how it effects them and secondly about the
people of the highlands of PNG, i.e. the porters and their families and in particular
the people of Aiola.
Paul Hunter, Financial adviser/Director,
Hunter Financial Solutions (WA) Pty Ltd, 2011
I want to thank you and your team for making the past 10 days for both me
personally, but also the IAA group such an incredible experience. In particular,
your connection with the PNG villagers added a very positive dimension to the
experience, learning about some of the difficulties they face in their daily lives
whilst maintaining a proud and happy way of life. Your knowledge of the track,
both from a historic and present day perspective was brilliant - you brought to life
for me much of the war history of Kokoda which was previously just the stuff of
books.

The camaraderie was brilliant and I was honoured to be a part of this inaugural
Soldiers Kokoda trek, gaining a much better appreciation of the difficulties many
of our wounded diggers face on their return from conflict. I was heartened to see
what a fantastic group of young men we have serving in the Australian Defence
Forces today.
Adrian Kitchin, Director, Operation, IAA
I know that the other Soldiers and myself have taken a huge experience and
knowledge from being a part of the Soldiers Kokoda. We learnt a hell of a lot and
importantly enjoyed every minute of it, even the training days. It definitely helped
a lot of the boys in the process of recovery both physically and mentally.
A huge thanks to Brian.
SPR Sean Mulqueen Australian Defence Force
You may remember an old guy you came across on the track on the 18th April.
That’s me. I wanted to thank you all very sincerely for all the medical help and
support you provided to me over a rough 48 hours earlier last week. The medical
help you gave me kept the infection of my leg wound in check and I was finally
taken out to Port Moresby by helicopter midday Wednesday. I was extremely
impressed by your total professionalism and dedication and I only wish I had
known about your operation before I booked, as I would very much have liked to
have been part of your committed team.
Peter Fielding, Victoria

WHAT OUR CLIENTS
SAY ABOUT US
Dear Brian
Marie and I would like to sincerely thank you and your sponsors, namely, for
giving us the opportunity to trek Kokoda from the 16th to the 25th July 2014. The
experience was moving and enlightening and we thank you for the opportunity
to tell Rowan’s Story to the group. We believe your cause (Walking Wounded’
is admirable and just, and if we can help in any way let us know for as I said in
PNG, if we can save only one, then it will be worth it.
The green machine made these men into warriors of war but forgot the re-set
button when the war was over. To lose a son in battle is hard enough but to get
them back after the war and have them later take their own lives because of lack
of support and counseling would be devastating.
This cannot and will not be allowed to happen. As Chris Hedges wrote “The rush
of battle is often a potent and lethal drug of addiction for war is a drug”.
We have seen our son’s return from war and battle to return to normal lives;
fortunately we were close at hand to help them readjust. We have seen the mood
swings, personality changes and random acts of abnormal behavior.
The wounded, the crippled and the dead are just part of the Afghanistan story.
We feel the worst may be yet to come as our soldiers’ battle to come to grips
with a normal life after returning from war. To face what they had to do and why
their mates died and they did not. As the suicide rates increase among our young
veterans it is time to make a stand. Your upcoming project with
The Honor Roll’ hopefully will help many young men find themselves and we
would like to be a part of that journey if we may.
Once again we thank you and your team, your sponsors and ambassadors.
Regards
Marie and Peter Robinson
(Parents of Fallen Soldier) July 2014

Without hesitation, Brian’s leadership of the Kokoda Anzac Trek was the single
best managed and supported remote area adventure I have been involved in.
David Moffatt, Former Group
Managing director, Telstra
A ‘Hollywood’ production from the start of training to the finish of the trek. Well
planned and executed. A pleasure to be associated with such a professional
organization.
Jon Haseler

A thoroughly professional company exceeding expectations.
Russell Mccart, Managing director,
Pacifica developments
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Brad Fox
Managing Director
M: 0419 584 830
E: brad@adventureexcellence.com
Brian Freeman
Manager, Partnerships & Programs
Address: PO Box 395
Newfarm, Brisbane, 4005
M: 0413 275 275
Intl: +61 413 275 275
E: brian@adventureexcellence.com
Toni Watson
Bears of Hope Fundraising Information
E: toni@bearsofhope.org.au

